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Statistics plays a central role in science, so it’s imperative that scientists can communicate statistical ideas clearly. I commend Shafer for his efforts in this direction, but
my opinions differ somewhat. Coincidentally, my views have been heavily influenced by
Glenn’s work in a different direction, including a paper that was read before The Royal
Statistical Society almost 40 years ago (Shafer 1982).
Shafer’s betting score proposal is largely motivated by concerns that p-values are “too
complicated for effective communication” (Sec. 1). But the use of p-values is statistically
well-founded: “the p-value function provides the full statistical story for the particular
data value relative to the model” (Fraser 2013, p. 43). So, if p-values are right and
“will never completely disappear” (Sec. 3), then wouldn’t a new betting language make
scientific communication even more complicated? Wouldn’t it be better to understand
what p-values are and how they should be interpreted?
Fortunately, p-values can be understood using Shafer’s plausibility theory (e.g., Shafer
1976). Martin and Liu (2014) showed that, under certain conditions, every p-value corresponds to the plausibility of the hypothesis, based on the given data, relative to a valid
inferential model (Martin and Liu 2013, 2015); similar characterizations of confidence
and conformal prediction are given in Martin (2017) and Cella and Martin (2020), respectively. Consequently, the colloquial definition of p-values we teach our students, i.e., a
p-value measures the plausibility of the hypothesis, is mathematically justified. Moreover,
interpretation is straightforward: a small p-value indicates the hypothesis is implausible,
while a large p-value means the hypothesis is plausible which, e.g., does not imply that
the data provides evidence supporting the hypothesis.
Concerning efficiency, statistical procedures based on p-values are often best. Since
Shafer’s betting scores must be smaller than (p-value)−1 , his betting score-based procedures (Sec. 4.2) are less efficient than the p-valued-based procedures. Conservative
solutions might be warranted under certain circumstances, but should we make acrossthe-board sacrifices in efficiency for the betting score interpretation?
Finally, I wonder about the use of betting scores when scientists aren’t actually bet1

ting. Shafer’s proposed language must lose some of its meaning if those using it are only
going through the motions. There are good reasons to make betting a real part of the
scientific process (e.g., Crane 2018) and Shafer’s proposal would be much more convincing
in such a framework.
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